Graduation Plan Worksheet

How are you beginning to think about finding moments and opportunities to say good-bye for now with as well as to sustain relationships with people and places that are meaningful to you?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What are your current possibilities, opportunities, or plans following graduation?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Who are members of your support network to sustain you through the process of waiting for and receiving a call to a lay/rostered ministry position?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
What options are you exploring in attending to any student loans you may have while you are in the process of waiting for and receiving a call to a lay/rostered ministry position?

What possibilities do you have in mind for board and housing while you are in the process of waiting for and receiving a call to a lay/rostered ministry position?

What opportunities are you exploring for employment (including contacting the Cal Lutheran Career Services) while you are in the process of waiting for and receiving a call to a lay/rostered ministry position?